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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click on the exhibit.

The operator of an IS-IS network wishes to have link metrics
dynamically calculated in the same manner as OSPF. The router
with system address 10.10.10.1 is one hop away on a 1Gbps link
Which of the following is correct?
A. Wide-metrics is configured on the router but a
reference-bandwidth is not.
B. A reference-bandwidth is configured on the router but
wide-metrics is not.
C. Neither a reference-bandwidth nor wide-metrics is configured
on the router.
D. The router is correctly configured.
Answer: B
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A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Entry points for optimized virtualization include?
A. Software optimization
B. Hardware optimization
C. Monitoring and capacity planning
D. None of the above
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the statements about dual stack is correct?
A. Dual stack improves the latency on hosts.
B. By default, IPv6 sessions are established only after an IPv4

session request times out.
C. Dual stack does not require additional resources on
networking devices.
D. Dual stack allows the host to communicate both over IPv4 and
IPv6 without encapsulation.
Answer: D
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